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1. Introduction 
 
Large data volumes and congested network flows make the delivery and visualizations of 
spatial datasets over the internet a bottleneck for web-based Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) applications and services. The delivery of raster-based spatial data has been 
implemented successfully through progressive transmission solutions and has been integrated 
into many industrial software programs (e.g., Google Earth, Microsoft Virtual Earth). The 
progressive transmission of vector data is beginning to receive more attention as it provides a 
promising solution for improved efficiency of data delivery in the web environment. 
Furthermore, the progressive transmission of vector data is a key component for on-line 
mapping, geo-spatial information services, and location-based services (e.g., pedestrian 
navigation).  
 
A number of studies have investigated this topic. Sester and Brenner (2004) presented a set of 
elementary generalization operations for visualization on small mobile devices. These 
operations were mainly intended for the typification, generalization, and transmission of 
building ground plans. Yang et al. (2007) implemented an efficient algorithm to progressively 
transmit multiple layers of vector data together based on the improvement of the work by 
Yang (2005). Buttenfield (2002) developed a prototype system to organize linear datasets in a 
hierarchical data structure and to deliver linear datasets with a progressive transmission 
method. Despite these and other early publications, the progress of research in this research 
domain is relatively slow mainly due to (1) the intrinsic complexity of simplifying vector data 
whilst maintaining consistent topology; (2) slow progress in industry standards for the 
transmission of spatial data; and (3) the need for adaptive scale/resolution selection based on 
network bandwidth and display sizes.  
 
In contrast to progressive vector data transmission, extensive studies have been conducted in 
the field of cartographic generalization. Plenty of algorithms and methods have been 
successfully developed to achieve the generalization of vector data (for reviews, see e.g. 
Weibel and Dutton, 2005 or Mackaness et al., 2007). Nevertheless, techniques for 
cartographic generalization have difficulties when they are directly applied for progressive 
vector data transmission. Algorithms for progressive vector data transmission emphasize 
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several requirements that are not usually catered for in traditional cartographic generalization. 
In particular, they focus on high efficiency for real-time performance, stable transmission 
behavior, and processing of vector data into incremental levels-of-detail (LoD) according to 
relevance. It is interesting, however, to see that over the past few years, cartographic 
generalization and progressive vector data transmission have started to gradually converge. 
With the gradual move of cartography from paper maps to web and mobile maps the 
requirement for real-time cartography has come into play. Conversely, progressive vector data 
transmission algorithms – which had originally been rather simplistic – have started to 
integrate an increasing number of cartographic refinements. The articles of this issue bear 
witness of this evolution. 
 
To achieve full-fledged progressive transmission of vector data over the Internet, a number of 
challenges must be addressed. These include: 
 efficient data structures and indices for rapidly retrieving vector data;  
 algorithms to generate multiple representations of vector data with the preservation of 
consistent topology and other key cartographic requirements;  
 data compression solutions for storage space reduction; 
 methods to evaluate the quality of progressive transmission of vector data; and  
 adaptive representations of vector data for variable requirements.  
 
2. Papers in the special issue 
 
This issue brings together a selection of articles that address some of the challenges set out 
above. 
 
The first paper, by Sester and Brenner extends on earlier work (Sester and Brenner, 2004) and 
presents an approach to decompose generalization into a set of elementary operations that 
thus can be adopted to generate a multi-scale object representation (e.g., for polylines). They 
examine the performance of continuous visualization and rapid transmission of the proposed 
approach on a small mobile device. 
 
Efficient data structures are of vital importance for data storage reduction and rapid data 
transmission. Haunert et al. describe a data structure for the progressive transmission of 
vector data. The proposed data structure stores the intermediate levels of generalized maps in 
the TGAP (Topological Generalized Area Partitioning) data structure that is a variable-scale 
data structure for the representation of polygonal data sets. Chen et al. explore the correlation 
between the number of visible vertices and response time when a query/transmission 
operation is invoked, which can thus be adopted to determine the levels of granularities of an 
original vector data set. The method of Chen et al. shows a possible solution for building a 
multi-scale spatial database.  
 
The paper by Li describes a set of rules to represent spatial data at variable scales in mobile 
devices. Li’s method pre-computes a set of intermediate levels of spatial data and 
automatically determines at run-time feasible scales according to geographic scope, the 
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complexity of the spatial data involved, and the distance to the observer. The method requires 
further investigation regarding the performance of transmitting the most relevant vector data 
at a detailed scale in web environments.  
 
The final paper by Shi et al. describes a dynamic model for improving the response time of 
queries. The dynamic model incorporates position information of the user and selected 
attribute information for mobile queries. Nevertheless, we feel that the dynamic model should 
be further examined for incorporating granularities, position information, and relevant 
attribute information of vector data for progressive transmission in a mobile environment. 
 
In summary, this selection of papers sheds a spotlight onto the field of progressive 
transmission of spatial datasets in the web environment. We trust that these contributions will 
further stimulate research in this dynamic research field that is changing dramatically. We 
also hope that these studies will attract the interest of researchers beyond the confines of 
geographic information science and cartography, so that this exciting research area may 
expand further. 
 
We would like to thank the Editor-in-Chief, Eric Grunsky, for providing the opportunity that 
led to this special issue; the authors themselves for their submissions and subsequent revisions; 
the anonymous reviewers for their insightful and generous advice that helped improving the 
quality of the papers; and the Elsevier editorial team, who brought this issue through the 
production phase in a very professional way.. 
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